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Fe-Ti oxidesilicate equilibria: Assemblages with fayalitic olivine
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In Fe-rich metamorphic and highly evolved igneous rocks, quartz can coexist with
FerSiOo-rich olivine. The relationships between these phases and the Fe-Ti oxides are
governed by the equilibrium

SiO, + 2FerTiOo: 2FeTiO: * FerSiOo,
Qvrtz {,lvdspinel //menite Fayalite

abbreviated QUIIF. For pure fayalite the QUIIF assemblage in equilibrium with metallic
Fe is isobarically invariant, falling at 1058 + 3 "C and logf, : -14.7 + 0.1 at l-bar
pressure. With increasing/o, metallic Fe is lost, and the assemblage becomes isobarically
univariant, the ulvdspinel and ilmenite gaining FerOo and FerOr, respectively. The QUIIF
assemblage is stable at 942 + l0 "C and l0-'a bars fo, (WM buffer, I bar); at lower
temperatures it becomes asymptotic to the FMQ buffer curve. The univariant equilibrium
can be expressed by the relation ln Kq,r,,. :3827/T - 2.868 + 0.0280(P - l)/T (Tin
kelvins, P in bars; Kquur : lalr^ar""l/1a'z"."a*"]). Above QUIIF, fayalite and ilmenite are not
both stable with titanomagnetite and quartz; below QUIIF, qtrartz and titanomagnetite
are not both stable with fayalite and ilmenite. Because QUIIF contains the subassemblage
titanomagnetite and ilmenite, it provides redundant information on the temperature and

6, of formation if the presssure can be estimated to within l-2 kbar.
If the olivine is not pure FerSiOo, displacement of QUIIF can be calculated by use of a

solution model for olivine. Furthermore, if either fayalitic olivine or quartz is absent from
the assemblage, QUIIF can be used to calculate the activity of the corresponding compo-
nent-provided that pressure is known and that the primary compositions of the oxides
can be determined. Likewise, if titanomagnetite or ilmenite is missing, QUIIF provides
an estimate of a."roo of aFe2o3.

The crystallization of a number of volcanic and plutonic rocks appears to have been
controlled by the QUIIF equilibrium, with the oxide assemblages broadly reflecting the
silica activity. Those fayalite-bearing rocks that contain ilmenite as the sole oxide are
invariably silica-saturated; those with ilmenite and titanomagnetite may be either satu-
rated or undersaturated with respect to silica; and most of those with only titanomagnetite
are strongly undersaturated and commonly contain nepheline. The QUIIF equilibrium
also adds important constraints to geothermometry. It decreases by an order of magnitude
the uncertainty in the two-oxide thermometer that results from precision of analysis; it
allows one to estimate oxygen fugacity in rocks where the oxides have re-equilibrated; and
even in cases for which no textural evidence remains, it can show the extent to which Fe-
Ti oxides have re-equilibrated and indicates what the original compositions must have
been.

INrnonucrtoN

The dependence of silicate compositions on oxygen fu-
gacity is hardly a new concept: as early as 1935 Bowen
and Schairer noted how increased oxidation would drive
Fe into the oxide phase and enrich the silicates in Mg.
Osborn (1959) and Carmichael (1967a) also published
landmark contributions on the relations between oxide
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and silicate minerals. However, because of the lack of
requisite thermodynamic data, it has been impossible to
derive expressions that show how the composition of the
silicates and Fe-Ti oxides in a rock co-vary as a function
of oxygen fugacity. In our studies of the laramie Anor-
thosite Complex we found that whereas two Fe-Ti oxides
were apparently stable throughout much of the crystalli-
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zation of the complex, Fe-Ti spinel is absent from mon-
zosyenitic rocks with high Fe/Mg ratios. This led us to
postulate that the equilibrium controlling the stability of
the spinel phase in such rocks is

SiO, + 2Fe,TiOo: 2FeTiO: + FerSiOo, (l)
(quartz (ulvdspinel) (ilmenite) (fayalite)
or melt)

which we call QUIIF. The importance of this equilibrium
was first noted in studies of lunar basalts (see, for exam-
ple, Taylor etal., 1972; El Goresy and Woermarn, 1977),
which are sufficiently reduced that the phases approach
the end-member compositions. In this paper we use a
new calibration of the Fe-Ti oxide geothernometer (An-
dersen and Lindsley, 1988), together with compatible cal-
ibrations of the HM and FMQ buffers (Haas, pers. comm.)
and experimental determinations of QUIIF to derive
expressions showing the stability of Fe-Ti oxides in the
presence of fayalitic olivine. In subsequent papers we will
extend the treatment to more magnesian systems and
consider the stability relations of assemblages containing
pyroxenes and other silicates.

TrrnonBtrcal coNSTDERATIoNS

Equilibrium I can be expressed by subtracting the QIF
buffer

FerSiOo :2Feo + SiO, + O, (2)
(fayalite) (iron) (quarlz)

from the reaction for reduction ofulvdspinel:

2FerTiOo : 2FeTiO: * 2Feo * Or. (3)
(ulvatspin€l) (ilmenite) (iron)

Graphically, this corresponds to the intersection ofcurves
(2) and (3) in Z-log.fo, space to yield the isobarically
invariant assemblage Fay + SiO, + Usp f Ilm * Feo
(point Q in Fig. l). Early attempts to locate point Q from
the intersection of (2) and (3) (e.g., Taylor et al., 1972)
were not completely successful because the curves are
subparallel and thus small errors in their location yield
large uncertainties in the point of intersection. El Goresy
and Woermann ( 1977) located Q directly by reversing ( l)
in the presence of Feo, obtaining To : 1055 + 5 'C. We
have redetermined Q in Feo capsules, obtaining To: 1060
+ 5 oC, in excellent agreement with the value of El Go-
resy and Woermann (see App. I for experimental details).
We adopt 1058 + 3 "C as the optimum temperatwe for
Q; the Haas (pers. comm.) calibration of the QIF butrer
yields log/", : -14.7 + 0.1 for this temperature.

QUIIF, which is the Feo-absent univariant curve em-
anating from Q, is nominally independent of/o, and would
therefore be vertical on a Ivs. log/o, plot (Fig. l). We
could use solution models for ilmenite-hematite and ul-
vdspinel-magnetite (Andersen and Lindsley, 1988) to cal-
culate the trajectory of (l) away from point Q. A difficulty
with this approach lies in evaluating the effects ofexcess
TirO, in ilmenite and of excess TiO, in ulvdspinel near

Q. The data of Simons and Woermann (1978) show that
neither ulvOspinel nor ilmenite has its ideal end-member
composition at Q: ilmenite contains several percent TirO3
and ulvdspinel, although lying on the FeO-TiO, join, has
a sligJrt excess of TiO.. Furthertnore, El Goresy and
Woermann (1977')have shown that (3) is strongly curved
in the vicinity of the invariant point, a feature that com-
plicates any anall'tical expression for that reaction. For
all these reasons, we have chosen an alternative approach
for locating QUIIF.

At oxygen fugacities above Q, QUIIF is displaced as
ulvtispinel and ilmenite both gain Fe3* by the substitu-
tion 2Fe3+ for TiFe2*. The compositions of the coexisting
oxides are governed (Rumble, 1970) by an exchange re-
action and the redox equilibrium (MH buffer):

6FerO. : 4Fe:Oo * Oz. (4)
(in il- (in titano-

menite) magnetite)

The temperature and,6, at which a given oxide pair
equilibrate can be determined from the magnetite-ilmen-
ite thermometer and oxygen barometer (Andersen and
Lindsley, 1988). When quartz and fayalite are also pres-
ent (QUIIF assemblage), two other equilibria also express
the oxygen fugacity:

2FerOo + 3SiOr: 3FerSiOo + O, (5)
(in titano- (quartz) (fayalite)
magnetlte)

2FerO, + 2SiOr: 2FerSiO. + Or. (6)
(in ilmenite) (quartz) (fayalite)

In the pure Fe-Si-O system, (5) is, of course, the familiar
FMQ bufer, and (6) is the metastable equilibrium FHQ
(fayalite + hematite * quartz), but for the purposes of
this paper, the displaced equilibria are more important.
The trajectory of QUIIF in Z vs. log/o, space is the locus
of points for which Equilibria 4 (two-oxide assemblage),
5 (fayalite + magnetite." * quartz), and 6 (fayalite +
ilmenite". * quartz) all give the same /o, at the tempera-
ture indicated by the oxides. Activities of FerO, in il-
menite and of Fe.Oo in titanomagnetite are calculated
from the solution models of Andersen and Lindsley
(1988). QUIIF must become asymptotic to the FMQ buF
er at low temperatures where magnetite is nearly free of
Ti when it coexists with ilmenite. Because (6) is a linear
combination of (4) and (5), in practice it is sufficient that
any pair of the equilibria yield the samef, values.

For this approach to be successful, it is imperative that
the buffer calibrations be mutually consistent and also be
identical to those used in deriving the Fe-Ti oxide solu-
tion models. We have therefore adopted MH, FMQ, WM,
and FIQ from the compilation by Haas (pers. comm.),
the same buffer calibrations used by Andersen and Linds-
ley (1988) for the Fe-Ti oxide solution models. The
expressions used by Haas are quite complex and not
readily adaptable for small computer programs. For con-
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Fig. l. Topologic relations between the QUIIF reaction and

the fayalite-iron-quartz (QIF) and ulvdspinel-ilmenite-Feo buf-
ers. Point Q represents the coexistence ofall five phases.

venience in calculation, we have therefore fitted his val-
ues with segments that are linear in l/Tvs.log/o, space.
Table 1 lists the expressions we have adopted for oxygen
fugacity. Within its allotted temperature range, each
expression deviates from Haas's values by no more than
0.06 log unit. None of these expressions should be used
outside its stated temperature range, or serious errors may
result.

For several reasons, Ihe fo, diagrams used in this paper
employ the variable A,log fo, F log .fo, - log llyro u1 15"
temperature of interest) (Ohmoto and Kerrick, 1977;
Frost, 1985). First, many igneous and metamorphic rocks
have fo, values near those of the FMQ buffer (see Hag-
gerty,1976), so it is a convenient reference. Second, be-
cause buffer curves have steep slopes in Zvs. logf, space,
oxygen fugacity values are virtually meaningless unless
they are related to temperature or to one of the buffers.
By relating oxygen fugacity to a common buffer, we can
show the variation of oxygen fugacity with temperature
on a larger scale using the T vs. Llogforprojections than
can be done on traditional 7" vs. log /s, diagrams. The
buffers used in this paper are plotted on such a diagram
in Figure 2. A disadvantage in plotting magnetite-ilmen-
ite equilibria on this diagram is that Alog/", values have
the same pressure correction as FMQ. In calculating A log
fo, for a system with only small variations in pressure,
one may eliminate this pressure dependence by using the
pressure of interest as the standard state. In this paper,
because we are comparing rocks that formed at a variety
ofpressures, we have adopted I bar as the standard state
for Alog/o,.

The actual calculation of the location of QUIIF is sim-
ple if inelegant. Because the activity coefrcients of the
oxide phases are functions of composition, it is not pos-
sible to solve directly for fo, at a given Z. Instead, it is
convenient to choose pairs of oxides and then to test
whether the oxygen fugacities indicated by (4), (5), and
(6) agree within a certain tolerance. We use a computer
program to cycle through appropriate pairs of composi-
tions (Ilmr-rn, and (Jspr-nn); when a match is found, the
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Fig. 2. Location of several common buffers in T-A'log f",
space. The FHQ equilibrium is metastable and is calculated by
combining the HM and FMQ buffers. Calibrations are from the
compilation of Haas (pers. comm.).

calculated temperature and oxygen fugacity are printed
out. The location of QUIIF in the pure Fe-O-SiOr-TiO'
system is shown superimposed on the graphical magne-
tite-ilmenite thermometer in Figure 3a.

The calculation of QUIIF becomes increasingly uncer-
tain at lower oxygen fugacities as the compositions of the
titanomagnetite and ilmenite have ever less FerOo and
FerOr. The uncertainties reflect both large extrapolations
from the reference equilibria [point Q lies approximately
4.7 log units below FMQ (Fig. 3a) and 6.5 below FHQI
and extrapolations of the activity models to compositions
outside the region of experimental calibration. Thus, cal-
culation of QUIIF by displacing the FMQ and FHQ equi-
libria can never give an exact value for @ because it is
impossible to reach the Fe3+-free limit in this manner.
Put another way, it is impossible to calculate the (Jsp'oo

and Ilm,oo isopleths using the Andersen-Lindsley solution
models, yet it is just those isopleths that are necessary to

TnaLe 1. Buffers in the system Fe-Si-O

Equilibria
Fe.SiOo: 2Fe + SiO, + O,

2Fe3O4 + 3SiOz: 3FezSiOr + O.
2Fe2Os + 2SiO": 2FezSiOo * O.

6Fe2O3:4FesO4 + O,

(orF)
(FMo)
(FHO)
(MH)

Equilibrium expressions.
A B C rrange('C)

oQlF

BorF
FMcQ
FMBO

FHcQ
FHBO
FHBO

MH
MH
MH

-29435.7 7.391
-29520.8 7.492

-26455.3 10.344
-25096.3 8.735
-26171.1 11.714
-25548.4 10.975
-25297.7 10.713
-25497.5 14.330
-26452.6 15.455
-25700.6 14.558

0.044 150-573
0.050 573-1200

0.092 400-573
0.110 573-1200

0.067 300-573
0.080 573-682
0.080 682-1200

0.019 300-573
0.019 573-682
0.019 682-1100

Nofe.'Temperature of the alpha-beta quartz transition is approximated
by the expression f : 573 + 0.025P (f in celsius, P in bars). Caution:
The buffers may be strongly curved at low temperatures, and it is advised
not to extrapolate these expressions below the limits indicated.

. Where log fo": NT + B + qP - 1)lT (P in bars, f in kelvins).
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Fig. 3a. T-Alogfo, diagram showing the location of QUIIF (dashed curve) and the isopleths for Xr,o and Xt,- in coexisting Fe-
Ti oxides. The dotted line shows the approximate location of the R3-R3c transition in ilmenites.
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Fig. 3b. 7-A log fo, diagyam showing displacements of QUIIF for various activities of SiO' and FerSiOo. The dashed lines for
a." use the solution model of Davidson and Mukhopadhyay (198a).
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locate Q-even if we ignore the efects of excess Ti pres-
ent in ilmenite and ulvdspinel at Q. The best we can do
is to calculate values of QUIIF down to the oxygen fu-
gacity of the QIF buffer; we predict a temperature of 1042
"Cfor Q compared to the experimentally determined 1058
'C. The agreement is remarkable considering the extent
of extrapolation and the fact that the ilmenite and ulvti-
spinel isopleths intersect at acute angles in this region
(Fig. 3a).

QUIF can be expressed by the equilibrium constant

Kqunr : la!r^ar^]/lat",oaqr"l. (7)

For the pure system Fe-O-SiOr-TiO, the activities of
FerSiOo and SiO, are unity, and the activities of FeTiO,
and of FerTiOo are calculated as outlined above. The nat-
ural logarithm of Kqurrn is linear with reciprocal temper-
ature and with pressure, and can be expressed as3827(9)/
T - 2.868(9) + 0.0280(5XP - l)/T (7" in kelvins; P in
bars; figures in parentheses show errors in the final digit
of each term). If all activities are set to l, this expression
Yields Zn: 106l "C at 1 bar.

The QUIIF equilibrium holds even if quartz or fayalite
is absent, or if fayalite is diluted by MgrSiOo component.
Figure 3b shows displacements of QUIIF, with contours
for a.,o, and 4."r.,o0. For example, fayalite coexisting with
Usp,o and Ilmru defines a silica activity (relative to quartz)
of 0.8 at 660'C andlogfo,: -18.77 (Alogf, : -0.70),

the values yielded by the oxides. Likewise, quartz coex-
isting with lJspro and Ilmro, defines cre2sioa : 0.8 at 700
oC and log.fo, : - 17 .06 (A log /", : - 0.0 I ). The activity
of Fe,SiOo is defined by the solid phases regardless of
whether an Fe-rich olivine is present. The exact compo-
sition of any coexisting olivine would depend on one's
choice of solution model; for Fe-rich olivine at 700 "C
the solution would nearly be ideal (4F.2sio4 : Xfur.,oo), so
xre2sioa = 0.894 in the case cited above. As the olivine
becomes more forsteritic, two effects are seen. First, and
more important, the assemblage olivine + quartz be-
comes unstable with respect to Ca-poor pyroxene. Sec-
ond, as the activity of Mg components increases, the ox-
ides themselves become more magnesian (Andersen and
Lindsley, l98l). Because Mg is strongly partitioned into
olivine compared to the oxides, this effect is relatively
unimportant for the Fe-rich rocks considered in this pa-
per.

Appr,rc,q.rroN

It has long been recognized that Fe-Ti oxides re-equil-
ibrate on cooling much more readily than do silicates
(Buddington and Lindsley, 1964). This re-equilibration
can follow any combination of three processes: oxide-
silicate reaction, interoxide reaction, and intraoxide re-
action. The intraoxide re-equilibration usually manifests
itself as "oxy-exsolution" in the titanomagnetite, and its
effects can in many cases be compensated for by reinte-
grating the ilmenite lamellae into the magnetite compo-
sition (e.g., Buddington and Lindsley, 1964; Bohlen and
Essene, 1977). The detection of an interoxide re-equili-

bration event is more difficult because this process may
leave no petrographic evidence. The occurrence ofan in-
teroxide cooling event can be recognized using QUIIF
because, in those rocks in which the titanomagnetite has
lost Ti on cooling, the reconstructed titanomagnetite
composition will not be compatible with the composi-
tions of the coexisting olivine and ilmenite. In such rocks
the T andforobtained from oxides alone will be the con-
ditions at which the interoxide re-equilibration ceased.

In the discussion that follows we assume that the ox-
ides form a system closed to oxygen. Under this condi-
tion, interoxide equilibration involves the exchange of
Fe3+ and Ti between magnetite and ilmenite according to
the reaction (Rumble, 1970)

FerTiOo * FerO.: FeTiO, * FerOo. (8)

The extent to which the compositions of magnetite and
ilmenite change by Reaction 8 during re-equilibration,
and hence the T andfo, trend followed, is dependent on
the relative proportions of the oxides present. If magne-
tite is far more abundant than ilmenite, the interoxide
cooling trend will follow close to the magnetite isopleths,
with ilmenite changing its composition to accommodate
Reaction 8. On the other hand, if ilmenite is the domi-
nant oxide, its composition will be largely unaltered dur-
ing cooling, while the composition of magnetite changes
as dictated by Reaction 8. These changes can be quanti-
fied by using the reaction progress variable, {. By setting
{ to the mole fraction of i in the oxides after a certain
amount of reaction has occurred, 4 to the initial mole
fraction of i in the oxides, and n! to the number of moles
of a given solid solution in the initial assemblage, we
obtain the following relations:

xu^: x?,* + t/n?,^
&.o: Xfl,"o - E/nRn^"

Normalizing to the abundance of ilmenite and taking into
account the difference in the molar volumes (we assume
that the volume of the ilmenite solid solution is that of
pure ilmenite and that of the magnetite solid solution is
the mean of the volumes of pure magnetite and ulv6-
spinel), we obtain

Xrh: X?h + t
Xu"o : Xlu"o - E/(0.7 Il),

(e)
(10)

where N : volume of magnetite in the rock divided by
the volume of ilmenite. Figure 4, calculated using Equa-
tions 9 and 10, shows that both oxides will change com-
position on cooling unless one phase constitutes only a
minute amount of the oxides present, in which case the
cooling trend will essentially follow the isopleth for the
dominant phase. In the process, ilmenite will become en-
riched in Ti while magrretite becomes enriched in Fe3+.
Ifthe system is not closed with respect to oxygen (that is,

/o, is externally imposed rather than defined by the ox-
ides), the oxide compositions will reflect that/o2, and thus
the actual trends will differ from those in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Cooling trends followed during oxide-oxide equili-
bration of the same initial oxide assemblage but with ditrerent
proportions of titanomagnetite and ilmenite, assuming that the
oxides control the /o, of the rock (closed system).

There are several ways in which the QUIIF equilibrium
can be applied to igneous rocks. Table 2 summarizes the
methods that we use, the dalathat are required, and the
information that can be obtained from each technique.

Technique 1. Petrologically, rocks containing two ox-
ides as well as fayalite and quartz are important because
the variables T andlogforare overdetennined. Thus, the
equilibration conditions ofthese rocks can be estimated
with much more precision than may be possible for rocks
with lower variance. Because the system is overdeter-
mined, there are at least two ways one can calcularc f
ar;.d foz from a given assemblage. Consider a rock with
the assemblage qvartz + fayalite (X." : 0.90) + ilmenite
(X,,- : 0.950) + titanomagnetite (X.r"o : 0.75) that crys-
tallized at 5 kbar. Microprobe analyses are generally ac-
curate to + I 0/0. This elror converts to an uncertainty of
+l molo/o in the oxides and 10.2 molo/o in olivine. To
accommodate this we show isopleths for Xu", + 0.01 and

TneLe 2. Applications of QUIQF

Xu^ ! 0.01. The small error in olivine composition is
ignored because ofits negligible efect on the position of
the QUIIF surface. Figure 5a gives the location of the
isopleths that bound the stability field for this assemblage
and shows how QUIIF can be used to refine the Z and

/o, estimates obtained from coexisting Fe-Ti oxides. If
one uses only the Fe-Ti oxide geothermometer and takes
the compositional uncertainties into account, the equilib-
rium conditions can be estimated to no better than +88

"C and +0.3 log unit of/or. However, if the constraints
of the QUIIF assemblage are added, as defined by the
intersections of QUIIF with the spinel isopleths (points
A and B, Fig. 5a), the errors in both estimates are reduced
by nearly an order of magnitude. This calculation meth-
od, called technique I (Table 2), is valid if the composi-
tion of the magnetite (either that obtained from
homogeneous grains or that obtained by reinte$ation of
oxy-exsolved ilmenomagnetite) can be shown to be com-
patible with the compositions given for coexisting olivine
and ilmenite.

Figure 5b shows the pressure effect on QUIIF and dem-
onstrates that accurate knowledge ofpressure is necessary
before one can obtain high precision from this technique.
Increased pressure has a negligible effect on the Iand/o,
conditions estimated from two-oxide geothermometry.
Because of the pressure effect on the FMQ buffer, how-
ever, increased pressure will affect where these .fo2 con-
ditions plot on a ?"vs. Alogfo, diagram. The nature of
this effect depends on the standard state used: with in-
creasing pressure, A,logfo, decreases slightly if the stan-
dard state is the ambient pressure (dashed lines in Fig.
5b), but increases for a standard state of 1 bar (solid lines).
In addition, increasing pressure also displaces the QUIIF
surface to progressively higher temperature as one or both
oxide phases changes composition. This is illustrated in
Figure 5b, which is calculated for X,r,o : 0.7 5 + 0.0 I . As
a result, if pressure is utterly unknown, the error in the
Z estimate from the assemblage ilmenite + magnetite +
olivine + qvartz by technique I (Fig. 5b) will be essen-

Technique Data'required lnformation obtained

Intersection of QUIQF with ulv6spinel iso-
pleths

Intersection of QUIIF with ilmenite iso-
pleths

3. Intersection of independent geothermometer
wi th QUIIF

4. DisDlaced FMO or FHQ

The assemblage qtz + ol + ilm + mt with
con@rdant temperatures for QUIQF and the
Fe-Ti oxide geothermometer

The assemblage qtz + oC + iQm + mt with
discordant temperatures between OUIQF
and F+Ti oxide geothermometer

Independent geothermometer and either
(1) qtz + ol + ilm + mt without any oxide

composition
or

(2) o[ + i0m + mt with estimate of primary
magnetite

The assemblage
(1) qtz + ol + mt

or
(21 qtz + ol + ilm

T and fo" of the oxide-silicate equilibration

Estimate of maximum f and minimum fo. of
equilibration (if ilm is far more abundant than
mt, these values will be very close to actual 7
and fo, of equilibration)

For (1): fo.

For (2li fo" and asp.

Range of fo. and
(1) minimum

or
(2) maximum I

. Compositions are required for boldface phases.
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Fig. 5. (a) Conditions ofequilibrium for a hypothetical rock
containing ilmenite, titanomagrretite, fayalite, and quartz at 5
kbar. The solid lines outline equilibrium conditions as estimated
from the oxides alone, assuming analytical accuracy of +1ol0.

Chord A-B shows the equilibrium conditions when the con-
straints ofthe QUIIF equilibrium are added (technique l). Chord
C-D gives the estimates if only the ilmenite and olivine com-
positions are considered (technique 2). (b) The effect ofpressure
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on the ?n and/o, estimated using the QUIIF equilibrium for the
phases in Fig. 5a. Chord A-B from (a)-the trace of QUIIF for

Xu"o: 0.744.76-is plotted for several pressures and two stan-
dard states. The pressure effect for two oxides alone is negligible;
the displacement of chord A-B reflects both the pressure efect
on the FMQ reference and slight variations in the composition
of ilmenite necessary to maintain the QUIIF equilibrium.

- 2
Xi '= .90 ,  X11,  = .95 ,  Xr .o= .75

tially the same as that for the Fe-Ti oxide geothermom-
etry alone. Unfortunately, because of the small LV fot
the QUIIF equilibrium and the relatively large uncertain-
ty in the Fe-Ti oxide geothermometry, this assemblage
makes only a poor geobarometer (see Nicholls etaI., l97l1'
Ewart et al., 1975). In the example shown in Figure 5b,
the estimated pressure of formation for this rock would
b e 5 k b a r + 5 k b a r .

If the interoxide re-equilibration was incomplete, then
its occurrence can be documented through careful Fe-Ti
oxide geothermometry, which will show the oxide pairs
clustered along a linear log/o, vs. l/T anay (7in kelvins;
Morse, 1980). The intersection of such a cooling trend
with the QUIIF surface, as displaced to account for pres-
sure and the olivine composition, will provide the tem-
perature and oxygen fugacity at which the silicates and
oxides in the assemblage last equilibrated. In rocks where
interoxide re-equilibration has been so effective that the
interoxide cooling trend cannot be directly detected, the
interoxide re-equilibration trend may be estimated by de-
termining the relative abundances of magnetite and il-
menite. Equations 9 and l0 can then be solved for )if for
various values of€ to give the interoxide cooling trend'

Technique 2. Unfortunately, estimates of the relative
abundances of magnetite and ilmenite are not given in
most references, so in our compilation we have been un-
able to calculate the interoxide cooling trends. As a result,

for those rocks in which the magnetite composition is

incompatible with the reported compositions of olivine

and ilmenite, we have estimated their oxide-silicate
equilibration conditions from the intersection of the

QUIIF surface with the ilmenite isopleths (points C and
D, Fig.5a). Although this method (technique 2; Table 2)

has major inherent errors because of the possibility that

ilmenite as well as magnetite has changed its composition
on cooling, we think that it still provides valuable infor-

mation. First, considering the relatively Ti-rich ilmenites
in question, the uncertainty range of +0.01 molo/o al-

Iowed in the ilmenite composition can accommodate
considerable interoxide re-equilibration. Even in rocks

where magnetite is the dominant oxide, technique 2 will
provide accurate estimates of the oxide-silicate equilibra-
tion conditions if the interoxide re-equilibration covered
a range of 50'C or less. In rocks with dominant ilmenite,

such as many fayalite-bearing rocks, this permissible range

is much larger. Technique 2 is most useful for plutonic

rocks, because the conditions estimated by this method
provide the maximum Zand minimum/o, at which the

oxide-silicate equilibrium locked in.
Technique 3. A third important application of QUIIF

comes in rocks where an independent estimate of crys-
tallization temperature is available. In such rocks, the

QUIIF equilibrium, as displaced for the olivine compo-
sition and estimated pressure, can be used to estimate the
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Fig. 6. Use of QUIIF to place maximum temperatures for

assemblages without titanomagnetite and minimum tempera-
lures for those that lack ilmenite.

,f", at which the rock equilibrated (technique 3). This ap-
proach is not equivalent to the simple displacement of
FMQ, employed by many workers in the past. Displace-
ments of FMQ require knowledge of the primary titano-
magnetite composition, which can be reconstructed with
certainty only in rocks where no discrete or granular il-
menite is present. However, if ilmenite ,.r present, it may
be difficult to distinguish primary ilmenite from ilmenite
expelled as grains during oxy-exsolution from titano-
magnetite and therefore difrcult to reconstruct the com-
position of the primary titanomagnetite. Calculation of

"6, by the intersection of displaced QUIIF with a known
temperature, on the other hand, bypasses this problem
because it is independent ofthe present (re-equilibrated)
compositions of the oxides. In fact, technique 3 will pro-
vide estimates of the original oxide compositions, and
thus it enables one to determine whether interoxide re-
equilibration has occurred.

Technique 4. A fourth application of QUIIF is to as-
semblages that contain fayalitic olivine and quartz with
titanomagnetite or ilmenite but not both (technique 4).
These assemblages must have lain on the FMQ or FTIQ
curves, as displaced for the compositions of the olivine
and of the appropriate oxide. If an independent estimate
of either T or fo, is available, the other variable can of
course be estimated. Even without such independent es-
timates, however, the intersection of displaced FMQ or
FHQ with QUIIF (displaced for the composition of the
olivine) provides a minimum temperature for the titan-
omagnetite-bearing assemblage or a maximum temper-
ature for the ilmenite-bearing assemblage. For example,
IJspro and Ilmn' coexist with Fayno and quartz at 903 "C
and Alog/o, : - 1.05. If ilmenite is absent, the remaining
three phases must have equilibrated above that temper-
ature but along the displaced FMQ curve (Fig. 6). Simi-
larly, if titanomagnetite is absent, the remaining phases
must have been in equilibrium below 903 "C and along
the displaced FHQ curve.

DrscussroN

Fayalite-bearing igneous assemblages are most com-
monly found in highly evolved magmas associated with
anorthositic, gabbroic, and alkalic intrusions and in an-
orogenic granites and rhyolites. The compilations given
in Tables 3 and 4 indicate that in igneous rocks, fayalite
may occur in the following assemblages:

(l) fayalite + quartz + magnetite,
(2) fayalite + q\artz + ilmenite,
(3) fayalite + quartz * ilmenite * magnetite,
(4) fayalite + ilmenite + magnetite,
(5) fayalite * magnetite, and
(6) fayalite + nepheline + magnetite.

It is evident from the stoichiometry of Reaction I that
the stability ofFe-Ti oxides in the presence offayalite is
a function ofboth silica activity and oxygen fugacity, as
reflected in the assemblages listed above. Apart from one
sample from the Skaergaard intrusion (EG-4471), all ig-
neous rocks that are reported in the literature to contain
fayalite and quartz also contain ilmenite, suggesting that
these rocks crystallized at or below the QUIIF surface.
[Although the assemblage fayalite + magnetite + quartz
is relatively rare in igneous rocks, it is common in meta-
morphic rocks, especially high-grade metamorphosed iron
formations (see compilation in Frost, 1982). The absence
of ilmenite in such rocks reflects their typical very low Ti
content; they commonly contain a spinel phase that is
nearly pure Fe,Oo (Floran and Papike, 1978).1

In rocks with increasingly lower a.,o' Reaction I will
be progressively displaced to the left, stabilizing magne-
tite relative to ilmenite. From the assemblages listed in
Table 4, it is apparent that ilmenite disappears from fay-
alite-bearing rocks at silica activities somewhat above
those limiting the stability of nepheline. In Fe-rich nephe-
line syenites, therefore, ilmenite is completely lacking,
despite the fact that these rocks may form at oxygen fu-
gacities below those of the MW buffer (Powell, 1978) and
may contain magnetite with greater than Uspro.

The effects of changing silica activity are well displayed
by the Sybille Monzosyenite in the Laramie Anorthosite
Complex (Fuhrman et al., 1988). Relatively magnesian
portions of this pluton have the assemblage olivine (X."
: 0.73 to 0.88) + pigeonite + augite plus two Fe-Ti
oxides. With increasing Fe enrichment to X.. : 0.88 to
0.92, pigeonite and magnetite both disappeared while
quartz became stable, showing that the conditions of
crystallization crossed the QUIIF surface at about the same
stage that pigeonite became unstable with respect to au-
gite + fayalite + quartz for the inferred pressure of 3
kbar. The disappearance of titanomagnetite shows that
the oxides did not control oxygen fugacity, for otherwise
the cooling trend would have been along the QUIIF sur-
face. The oxide * fayalite + quartz assemblages rather
were recording fo, that was controlled by equilibria in-
volving graphite (Fuhrman et al., 1988).

Another example of the effects of silica activity is shown

lr- -l
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TneLe 3. Fayalite-bearing mineral assemblages from igneous rocks

Locality Rock type and association Assemblage Ref.f

Boina
Central Victoria
Glen Shurig
Kane Springs Wash
McDermitt caldera

Mono Craters
Oraefajokull
Pantelleria

Rondoltur
Sierra la Primavera

Eastern Australia

Taupo
Thingmuli

Bjerkem-Sogndal
Bushveld
Fongen-Hullingen

Kiglapait
Klokken
Skaergaard

Sybille

Wolf River

Albany, Australia
Albany
Conway
Pikes Peak
South Greenland
Tugtutoq Younger Giant Dyke
Tugtutoq Older Giant Dyke
Coldwell
lgdlerfigassalik
llimaussauq

- See Table 4 for detailed chemistry.
.- Analyses not given-
tReferences:1i1 Bizouardetal . , lgSO;(2)Ferguson,tgTS;(3)Carmichael ,1967a;(4)NovakandMahood,t936;(5)  Conrad,1984;(6)  Wolf fand

Wright, 1981;(7) Mahood,pers.comm.; (8) M;hooi,t981;(9) Ewart, 1981;(10) Ewart,personalcommunication;(11) Ewartetal', 1575i(121 Carmichael'

1 967b; (1 3) ou6nesne, 1gi2i (4) Atkins; 1 969; (1 5) Thy, i 082; (1 6) Morse, t 980; (1 7) Parsons, 1 981 ; (1 8) Naslund, t 9,84.; (1 9) vincent and Phillips'

t 9s4; idO) 
'runrman 

ei at., 1 gbg;'(21 ) Anderson, 1 980; (ZZ1 Stefnenson and Hensel, t 978; (23) Whitney and Stormer, l!26; (Z+l Barker et al.' 1 975;

(25) F;isih and Bridgwater, 1 976;'(26) Upton and Thomas, 1 980; (27) Upton et al., t S85; (28) Mitchell and Platt, 1 978; (29) Powell' 1 978; (30) Larsen'

1 976.

Volcanic rocks
Pantellerite
Trachyte
Pitchstone dike
Tuff
Rhyolite

Rhyolite
Obsidian
Pantellerite

Pitchstone
Rhyolite flows and tuffs

Trachyte

Rhyolite

Rhyolite
Rhyolite

Plutonic rocks
Mangerite associated with leuconorite
Fe-rich difierentiate lrom layered mafic intrusion
Syenite associated with a layered mafic complex

Syenite associated with a layered mafic complex
Syenite associated with a gabbroic pluton
Granophyre associated with a layered mafic intrusion

Monzonite associated with an anorthosite complex

Monzonite associated with anorthosite and anorogenic
granite

Anorogenic granite
Quartz syenite associated with anorogenic granite
Anorogenic granite
Anorogenic granite
Fe-rich bodies associated with anorogenic granite
Ferrosyenite differentiated from olivine gabbro
Nepheline syenite
Syenite associated with an alkalic complex
Nepheline syenite
Nepheline syenite

oQ (Fas) + iQm (lQmesr) + mt (UsP$s)
ol (Fa,*) + Mt (Usps,
o Q + i l m + m t + q t z "
o Q + i Q m + m t + q t z .
o ! + i l m + m t + q t z .
o l + i l m + q t z -
o Q + i l m + m t + q t z '
oQ (Fa85) + iQm (lQmes,) + mt (Uspsr)
oQ (Fas) + iQm (llm,s)
ol" + mt (Usp6i)
ol (Fa,*r) + iQm (lQmr!r') + mt (Usp7r-7t
oQ (Fa*) + mt (Usp56)
o Q + i l m + m t + q t z -
o 9 + i l m + q t z '
ol (Fa€?) + mt (Usp4is)
oQ (Fas) + ilm (llm$) + mt (UsP56)
o l + i Q m + m t + q t z -
o Q + i l m + q t z .
o l + i Q m + m t + q t z .
o l + i Q m + m t + q t z -

o Q + i l m + m t + q t z - -
o Q + i Q m + m t . .
o Q + i l m + q t z - -
o l + i 9 m + m r -
o Q + i l m + m t - .
o Q + i l m + m t + q t z '
o l + m t + q t z '
o Q + i Q m + m t + q t z -
oQ (Fa@@) + iQm (lQmFe) + mt--
o l + i Q m + q t z -
o Q + i Q m + q t z *
o ! + i Q m + m t + q t z .
o l + i l m + m t + q t z -
o l + i l m + m t + q t z '
o l + i l m + m t + q t z '
o Q + i l m + m t + q t z '
o Q + i Q m + m t + q t z .
ol (Fa.*) + iQm + mt + qtz
ol (Fa*r.) + mt (Uspr1-r6)
oQ (Fazlrj) + mt (Usp€) + ne
oQ (Fa* *) + mt (Usp6) + ne
o0 (Fass) + mt (UsPrGr6) + ne

1
2

4

2

2

3 , 6 , 7

3
n

9 ,  1 0

1 0 ,  1 1
1 2

1 3
1 4
1 5

1 6
1 7
1 8 , 1 9

20

21

22
23
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

by the Tugtutoq older Giant Dyke (upton et al., 1985),
in which ilmenite disappeared during differentiation. The
(earlier) border group of this dike contains olivine (For',u)
plus augite and two Fe-Ti oxides, whereas the later cen-
tral group contains fayalitic olivine (Fo,o-) + augite +
nepheline + magnetite without ilmenite. Here it is evi-
dent that differentiation of this magma led to a strong
increase in Fe activity, with a concomitant decrease in
silica activity, displacing Equilibrium I to the right and
destabilizing ilmenite. For the central group rocks, we can
place only an upper limit on for-the appropriate mag-
netite isopleth in Figure 3a.

The equilibration conditions offayalite * quartz-bear-
ing rocks reported in the literature are shown in Figures

7-9. The figures were constructed using the procedures

discussed above. Where possible, technique I or 3 was

used, but for those rocks in which the composition of the
titanomagnetite is incompatible with the corresponding
ilmenite and olivine or in which there is only a limited
compositional range over which the minerals are com-
patible, we used technique 2. Pressure estimates from the
original papers were used whenever available; otherwise
we assumed the pressure to have been between 500 and
5000 bars. Table 3 lists the pressures used in the calcu-
lations; the compatible compositions obtained for each
sample are plotted on Figures 7-9.

Several conclusions can be derived from Figures 7-9.
Magnetite-bearing rocks equilibrated at higher fo, than
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TneLe 4. Fayalite-bearing mineral assemblages from quartz-saturated igneous rocks

A. Volcanic rocks with the assemblage fa + ilm + mt + qtz
Observed Calculated

Locality Sample no. xr" Xr^Xo.o Xo'- Xu*.* Remarks Ref.t

Mono Craters

Taupo
Sierra la

Primavera
Glen Shurig
McDermitt

caldera
Eastern

Australia

Kane Springs
Wash

Thingmuli

CAM 99
CAM 73
A10
193

A C 7
cc-78-130

87

Ll 670
v1 -812

G151

0 895
0.893
0.848
0.94
(est.)

0.853
0.887-0.930

0.9076

n eoe

0.948

0.882

0.409
0.433
0.593
0 483

0.565
0.594-0.696

0.634

0.846
0.612

0.615

0.943
0.945
0.944
0.938

0.939
0.927-0 979

0.947

0.984
0.948

0.946

0.9332-0.9424
0.9356-0.941 6
0.9340-0.9392
0.9326-0.9452

0.9288-0.9386
0 930-0.9524

0.9384-0.9468

0.9382-0.9486

0.9366-0.9380

0.873-0.976

P < 3.5 kbar from QUIQF 3
P < 2.5 kbar from QUIQF 3
P < 2 O kbat from OUIIF 10

P < 3.5 kbar from QUIIF 3
5 , 3 1

P < 3.5 kbar from QUIIF 9, 10

9 ,  1 0
P < 4.5 kbar from OUIQF 4

P < 3.0 kbar f rom QUIQF 12

B. Plutonic rocks with the assemblage fa + ilm + mt + qtz
Observed Calculated

Locality Sample no. Xr^ X,"^ Xo^'Xu.o Xu"o"- Remarks Ref.f

Conway unnum-
bered

Albany unnum-
bered

Klokken laminated
syenite

Pikes Peak B65D
865DS
865F

South Greenland 49,297

Wolf River
49,082
GR-178

AlbanyAustralia unnum-
bered

Skaergaard: Up- KG-57
per Border KG-78
Group KG-79

KG-197
KG-247

0.943 0.205-0.247

0.943 0.293

0.90-0.94 0.5

0.9388-0.9472

0.9432-0.9480

0.9402-0.9432

0.221-0.690
0.170-o.727
0.220-0.780

0.7936-0.902
0.8124-0.916
0.880-0.9782

0.804-0.915

0.9452-0.9462
0.800-0.912

0.9436-0.9450
0.9482

0.9456-0.9474

P : 1-2 kbar

P : 1-2 kbar

P : 1  k b a r

P: ' l -2kbal

P: 4-5 kbal

P : 34 kbar from fa + pig
+ aug + qtz

P: 4-6 kbar

P: 600 bars, Lindsley et
ar .  (1969)

0.930
0.934
0.941
0.902
0.895
0.950

0.924

0.940
0.930
n 470
0.986
0.893

0.059
0.017
0.010
0.014
0.044
0.080

0.427

0.587
0.1 65
0.294
0.540
0.6s9

0.891-0.941

0.938-0.974

0.95

0.938
o.942
0.949
0.967
0.970
0.985

0.97

0.933+
0.973
0.938
0.e33+
0.941

23

23

'17

24

zc
z5
32

22

33
2a

33
33
33

C. Volcanic rocks with the assemblage fa + ilm + qtz
Locality Sample no. Xr, \o^ Remarks Ref.l

Sierra la Primavera

McDermitt caldera

Eastern Australia

174

cc-78-143
cc-78-1 40

9570
1 < 4

0.935
0.932
0.966
n 0 7
(est )
0.973
0 976

0.947
0.959
o.971
0.987

0.975
0.982

most oxidizing rocks with fa + ilm + qtz
most reducing rocks with fa + iQm + qtz
most oxidizing rocks with fa + iQm + qtz
most reducing rocks with fa + iQm + qtz

most oxidizing rocks with fa + iQm + qtz
most reducing rocks with fa + iQm + qtz

A

I
31
31

1 0 ,  1 1
1 0 ,  1 1

Locality Sample no.
D. Plutonic rocks with the assemblage fa + iQm + qtz

X," X- Remarks Ref.t

Wolf River

Sybille

TM-3
GR-26A
sR-136
w-34-5-2

0.896
0.933
0.928
n o(7

0.956
0.976
0.952
0.967

most oxidizing rocks with Fa + ilm + qtz
most reducing rocks with Fa + ilm + qtz
most oxidizing rocks with Fa + iQm + qtz
most reducing rocks with Fa + ilm + qtz

32
32
20
20

Locality Sample no
E. Plutonic rock with the assemblage fa + mag + qtz

Xr. Xu.o Remarks Ref.t

Skaergaard Sand-
wich Horizon

EG-4471 0.96-0.97
(est )

0.855 r 9 , 3 4

'Calculated by technique 1
-'Calculated by technique 2.
f References: 1J0, see fabb 3; (31) Conrad, pers. comm.; (32) Anderson, 1975; (33) Naslund, 1980; (34) Brown and Vincent, 1963.
f Analysis of ilmenite has low total.
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Fig.7. Crystallization conditions for volcanic rocks contain-
ing fayalite and quartz. Solid lines outline inferred equilibrium
conditions for rocks in which the olivine, ilmenite, and titan-
omagnetite have compositions that are consistent with the QUI1F
equilibrium. Dashed lines show inferred conditions that were
estimated from the compositions of olivine and ilmenite (tech-
nique 2). Stippled fields show ranges from assemblages olivine
+ ilmenite + quartz (technique 4); temperatures are assumed
and in all cases are lower than the maximum values allowed by
QUIIF.

did those that lack magnetite; the boundary between these
assemblages is roughly consistent with the displaced po-
sition of the QUIIF surface. Several rock suites contain
both magnetite-bearing and magnetite-absent assem-
blages, namely Sierra la Primavera, McDermitt caldera,
the rhyolites of eastern Australia, the Sybille Monzosyen-
ite, and the Wolf River batholith. Figures 7 and 8 show
that the transition from titanomagnetite-bearing to titan-
omagnetite-absent assemblages in the very reduced rocks
(the Australian rhyolites, Sybille Monzosyenite, and Wolf
River batholith) could have occurred through cooling at
a relatively fixed Alog/or. However, since the rocks from
McDermitt caldera and Sierra la Primavera equilibrated
at temperatures at which the QUIIF surface is relatively
insensitive to changes in Z, the major change in these
rocks is likely to have been a relative decrease in/or.

-"soo 
?oo 900 l roo 1300

T ' C

Fig. 8. Crystallization conditions inferred for fayalite-bear-
ing plutonic rocks. Symbols as in Fig. 7.

Figures 8 and 9 show that oxide-silicate re-equilibra-
tion persists in plutonic rocks to temperatures well below
the solidus. Indeed, for most plutonic rocks, 7" and fo,
cannot be recovered using technique l. Even those rocks
that do yield consistent results with technique I suggest
temperatures well below those from other estimates. The
Klokken Syenite, which yields the highest QUIIF tem-
peratures of this set (800'C), still seems to have re-equil-
ibrated to temperatures at least 70 .C below the solidus
(Parsons, l98l).

The manner in which plutonic rocks can re-equilibrate
on cooling and the utility of the QUIIF equilibrium in
describing these processes is particularly well displayed
by the rocks from the Upper Border Group (UBG) and
Sandwich Horizon of the Skaergaard intrusion (Fig. 9).
The crystallization conditions of sample EG-4471 from
the Sandwich Horizon were 600 bars and between 950
and 1030 .C (Lindsley et al., 1969)' EG-4471 contains
olivine (For) + magnetite (Uspr,,) + quartz (Brown and
Vincent, 1963; Vincent and Phillips, 1954). Complete ol-
ivine analyses are not given, but by comparison with the
data of Naslund (1980), we estimate l-20lo tephroite and
therefore a fayalite content of 96-970/o. Using technique
4, we estimate that this sample would have equilibrated
in the ruled area on Figure 9-in excellent agreement with
the experimental work of Lindsley et al. (1969). Note that
this-the one known exception to the rule that igneous
rocks with fayalite + qvartz also contain ilmenite (see
previous discussion)-falls very close to QUIIF and thus
was nearly ilmenite-saturated. Application of technique
2 to sample KG-78 of the UBG y-ields a maximum tem-
perature and fo, very similar to those for EG-4471, a
result implying that ilmenite is far more abundant than
is magnetite in KG-78. Other samples from the UBG
show a variety of QUIIF equilibration temperatures, in-
dicating various degrees of subsolidus oxide-silicate re-
equilibration-down to temperatures as low as 700 'C.

[Ilmenites for two samples (KG-57, KG-197) show high
calculated contents of FerOr; the analyses have low totals
(Naslund, 1980) and are thus suspect. For these we as-
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Fig. 9. Oxide-silicate re-equilibration trends as inferred for
the Upper Border Group (based on the data of Naslund, 1984)
and the Sandwich Horizon of the Skaergaard intrusion. Pressure
is taken to be 600 bars (Lindsley et al., 1969). Solid lines give
conditions estimated from ulviispinel isopleths; dashed lines,
those from ilmenite isopleths. Different samples re-equilibrated
to different temperatures, but the close overall concordance with
the QUIIF equilibrium strongly indicates a nearly closed system,
with the oxides dominatingthe T-fortrajectory upon cooling.

sume that the magnetite compositions are primary; the
coffesponding maximum QUIIF equilibration tempera-
tures are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 9.1 Without further
information it is difrcult to say why the oxide-silicate
equilibrium in the Skaergaard rocks shows such diverse
lock-in temperatures, although possibly these represent
varying degrees of interaction with external hydrothermal
fluids (Taylor and Forester,1979).

It is illuminating to compare the results of Fe-Ti oxide
thermometry with those obtained using technique I and
the QUIIF equilibrium (Fig. l0). The correlation for vol-
canic rocks is remarkable, even discounting the inherent
effor in the oxide temperatures. One can view the agree-
ment as showing that the oxides alone provide adequate
temperatures (albeit with larger uncertainties). A more
pessimistic view would be that oxide-silicate re-equili-
bration isjust as effective as oxide-oxide re-equilibration
in these volcanic rocks-which we consider unlikely. The
only volcanic sample that shows poor agreement is LI670,
which contains an unusually titaniferous magnetite (Xu,p
: 0.846). The QUIIF calculations indicate that the orig-
inal spinel would have had to be even more Ti-rich (X,r"o
: 0.9; Table 3). The QUIIF temperature for this sample
strains credulity. We suggest thatLl670 oxides re-equil-
ibrated even during relatively rapid cooling as a conse-
quence of this high Ti content. Indeed, it seems quite
possible that this rock contained no primary ilmenite and
that the reported ilmenite all formed by granule oxy-
exsolution; if so, the crystallization temperature and fo,
for LI670 would have been very similar to those inferred
for the Skaergaard Sandwich Horizon (Fig. 9) and the
Sybille Monzosyenite (Fig. 8) and thus more plausible for
this rock type.

tooo iloo

Fig. 10. A comparison of temperatures in volcanic rocks as
estimated from two-oxide thermometry alone and from the
QUIIF equilibrium.

CoNcr-usroNs

The QUIIF equilibrium plays an important role in the
relationships between oxide minerals and ferromagnesian
silicates in Fe-rich igneous rocks. In rocks where the ox-
ides control /o' QUIIF will determine the Z and for tra-
jectory during differentiation or during oxide-silicate re-
equilibration on cooling. If, however, the oxygen fugacity
was controlled by some other assemblage or process, then
magnetite will be eliminated by QUIIF during differen-
tiation of a silica-saturated rock. Conversely, if differen-
tiation is accompanied by decreasing silica activity, il-
menite will be eliminated from the rock by the QUIIF
equilibrium.

The QUIIF equilibrium also has important uses in
geothermometry. The assemblage magnetite + ilmenite
* olivine + qvartz is overdetermined in T-fo, space,
which allows tighter constraints on those parameters than
can be obtained from the two oxides alone, provided
pressure is known or can be estimated to within a few
kilobars. Furthermore, the QUIIF equilibrium is a sen-
sitive indicator ofresetting ofone or both oxides and thus
can be used to determine whether interoxide re-equili-
bration has occurred. QUIIF is, therefore, an important
tool in helping the petrologist to see through the process
of interoxide re-equilibration to estimate the conditions
at which the oxides and silicates ceased to re-equilibrate.
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AppnNorx 1. ExpnnruBNTAL DETATLS

Starting materials for the experiments locating the QUIIF
equilibrium were synthetic phases made from high-purity re-
agents: SiO,, Alfa #060580, 99.999o/o; Feo sponge, J.M. #
581214C, 99.999o/o; Fe,O,, J.M. # S.85283A, 99.999o/o; TiO,,

J.M. # 810420,99.995o/o: and Fe wire (for capsules), J.M. # W
9530,99.998o/o. Reagents were carefully dried before weighing;
the Feo sponge was analyzed for oxygen content and the propor-

tions of sponge and FerO, adjusted accordingly. Mixes were
ground in an a}ate mortar; Feo sponge was added near the end

of the grinding process to minimize oxidation. Fe-Ti spinels and
ilmenite solid solutions were synthesized dry at 930'C in evac-
uated silica-glass tubes lined with Ag foil. Fayalite was made
from FerO, and SiO, at 1100 "C in a CO-CO, atmosphere ad-
justed to be about one log unit above the IFQ reaction.

Point Q (the assemblage SiO' + Usp + Ilm + Fay * Fe0) was
determined by reacting equimolar mixtures of Fay + Ilm and of
Usp + Qtz in Feo capsules that were sealed in evacuated silica-
glass tubes; the assemblages were self-buffering' At 1050 qC, Fay
+ Ilm grew from Usp + Qtz; at 1060 "C, Usp + Qtz grew from
Fay + Ilm (+ qtz seeds).




